The following are two classical results about closed covers of these topological spaces:
The LSB Theorem (Lusternik-Schnirelman-Borsuk [6, 3] ). Suppose that S d is covered by d + 1
closed sets A 1 , ..., A d+1 . Then some A i contains a pair of antipodes.
The KKM Lemma (Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz [5] ). Suppose that ∆ d is covered by d + 1
closed sets C 1 , C 2 , ...C d+1 such that for each x in ∆ d , x is in ∪{C i : x i > 0}. Then all the sets have a common intersection point, i.e., ∩ d+1 i=1 C i is non-empty.
A cover satisfying the condition in the KKM lemma is sometimes called a KKM cover. It can be rephrased in an alternate way: associate labels 1, 2, .., d + 1 to the vertices of ∆ d ; then demand that vertex i is covered by set C i and that each face of ∆ d is covered by the sets that correspond to the vertices spanning that face. Both of the above set-covering results are perhaps best known in connection with their equivalent formulations in topology; the LSB theorem is equivalent to the Borsuk-Ulam theorem [3] , and the KKM lemma is equivalent to the Brouwer fixed point theorem [5] . Also, the LSB theorem has found spectacular application in proofs of the Kneser conjecture in combinatorics [1, 4] . The KKM lemma has numerous applications in economics, e.g., see [2] .
Since the Brouwer fixed point theorem can be obtained as a consequence of the Borsuk-Ulam theorem [7] , it is natural to ask if the there is a direct proof of the KKM lemma using the LSB theorem. The purpose of this article is to provide such a proof.
Theorem. The LSB theorem implies the KKM lemma.
Observe that the LSB theorem holds for a d-sphere under any metric on R d+1 , since such a sphere and S d are related by an antipode-preserving homeomorphism. In particular, the LSB theorem holds for a d-sphere under the L 1 norm: Proof. Part (I). Construction. We first consider the case where a given KKM cover C 1 , ..., C d+1 of ∆ d is non-degenerate, i.e., for each x in ∆ d and set C i , x is in C i only if x i > 0. In the alternate characterization of the KKM cover, this means that each face is only covered by the sets that correspond to the vertices spanning that face. For example, the figure at left in Figure 3 is degenerate because the white set covers a point on the bottom edge of the triangle. For the sake of contradiction, assume that there is no point common to all the sets C 1 , ..., C d+1 . For each i, let −C i be the set in F bot antipodal to C i . Let B i be the complement of −C i in F bot . By assumption every point of F top is excluded from at least one C i . Hence the complementary sets B i form an open cover of F bot (in the relative topology). Moreover, the sets B i satisfy a certain kind of non-degeneracy that follows from the non-degeneracy of the C i 's: for x in F bot , x i = 0 implies that x is covered by B i . By normality, the sets B i can be shrunk to obtain closed subsets E i of B i that still cover F bot and satisfy the same non-degeneracy. Now that F bot has been covered, we construct a cover of
pos(x) := xi>0 x i . Note that pos(x) = 0 on F bot but pos(x) > 0 on F top and F mid . Define a function f = (f i ) on F top ∪ F mid by:
Note that f is a continuous function taking F top ∪ F mid to F top , and it fixes F top .
is a closed subset of F top ∪ F mid in the relative topology. We may think of the set D i as extending the set C i on F top to cover F mid . In fact, D i extends the boundary of C i in a linear fashion across F mid . See Figure 2 . We record some observations about the sets D i :
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We remark that although our proof of the KKM lemma appears non-constructive, the asserted KKM intersection is hiding in our construction in the following way. When we assume (falsely) that the asserted KKM intersection does not exist, we are (wrongly) led to conclude that the B i 's cover the bottom facet of Σ d . In actuality, these open sets do not cover the bottom facet; the set of points that are exposed are precisely the points whose antipodes comprise the asserted KKM intersection in the top facet.
